


Who ever said that pleasure wasn’t functional
Charles Eames
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Lights & shades
Set the scene

We believe lighting control should be simple, 
intuitive and easily accessible. 

With Basalte Home, you can create comfort 
scenes, to automate frequent actions for 
common situations like ‘Morning’, ‘Relaxing’, 
‘Away’ etc.

With just one tap on the app or a touch on our 
design switches, a scene automatically sets 
your lights and shades to a specific setting.
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Climate
Stay comfortable at home

Control the heating, cooling, fans and even 
lighting from your intelligent thermostat. 
Thanks to integrated sensors, our light 
switches automatically measure and control 
your home climate.

With the app and our Ellie touch screen you 
have a full overview of your home climate. 
With intuitive set point control and planners 
for when you’re at home and away.
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Music

ellie
brushed brass

Harmonizes with your daily routines

Using comfort scenes and controls, you can easily 
set the tone for any occasion. 

Your favourite Spotify playlists, radio stations and
even an old-school record player are only a tap 
away.

We bring music to the heart of the most impor-
tant place in life: Home. 
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PERFECTIONIST
Our Aalto speakers are precision-machined out 
of high-quality metals for acoustic perfection.





Security
Peace of mind

Comfort is all about feeling safe. We designed 
Basalte Home to safeguard you and those around you. 

Did someone leave the light on? Switch it off from the 
app, from anywhere you are. 

Integration with your door phone and cameras is 
simple and allows you to monitor and control who 
enters your home. 

Just feel at home, feel safe and comforted. ellie
brushed aluminium



YOU’RE IN CONTROL
Give custom access to your family, staff and 
guests.

Peter Sophie kids guest

eve plus
brushed black



Universal, intuitive and elegant. 
It’s the only remote you’ll ever need.



project: twentytwo integration



miro
brushed black

Slim and ergonomic design in timeless brushed black.
Laser engraved buttons and a touch sensitive screen 
bring you right where you need to be.



Blend in or stand out
Our products share the same uniform design and 
elegant finishes to blend in with every interior or 
stand out as a true design statement.

sentido
fer forgé grey



brushed aluminium

fer forgé grey

bronze

brushed dark grey

fer forgé gunmetal

brushed nickel

brushed black

fer forgé bronze

brushed brass

satin white

fer forgé rosé

soft copper

Aluminium collection

Classic collection

Fer forgé collection



It’s a match!
Customize to match your own taste 
and style

For our speaker front cover, you can 
choose from a handpicked palette 
of top quality fabrics by Gabriel and 
Kvadrat from Denmark.
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It’s a match!

light blue

Gabriel collection

Kvadrat collection

light grey

havana browngreige

bronze grey

purple

neon green

deep red

ocean blue

everglade green

soft orange

soft green

misty green

dark grey

dark green

dark blue
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Design to inspire
With harmonious, instinctual and contemporary 
looks, Basalte designs minimalist products that 
blend seamlessly into any decor. 

Our engineering teams work hard every day 
integrating all the latest technologies into our 
products. All in pursuit of creating true comfort 
in users’ everyday lives. 

All our products are meticulously designed and 
handcrafted in-house. 

Belgian craftsmanship, made with love.
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SOLID AS A ROCK
Beautiful and natural on the outside. 
Solid, strong and multi-layered on the inside.

Like the rock from which Basalte takes its name, we are 
determined to create timeless products of outstanding 
durability.

Reduced to its essence, what remains is pure elegance.



www.basalte.be




